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Abstract:
Through a detour into the eruption conditions of what might be termed “techno-humanity,” this paper explores 

the effects on the contemporary narrative imaginary of a double-edged collective impulse towards figurations of the 
future as the consequence of the present. Following Margaret Atwood, whose “MaddAddam” series of post-apocalyptic 
novels are paired with two recent productions by David Mitchell (Ghostwritten and The Bone Clocks), we investigate 
this contradictory impulse (associated with a particular set of novelistic conventions) of “ustopia,” emerging from the 
reciprocal relation between utopian and dystopian thought. Given the current insistence on “posthuman” definitions of 
subjectivity, we postulate that ustopias cast a privileged light on the dominant mode of the “technopoiesis” that seems 
to inform the digital universe, and therefore on the co-evolution of technics and humanity, which we approach from the 
complementary perspectives of “bio-” and “cyber-” instrumentalizations of this co-evolution. Such an approach suggests 
that the genre of ustopia, rather than being dismissed as mere fantasy or as a consumerist recycling of the popular 
imaginary, should be construed as a foray into reality, projecting an “unfuture” that ceases to be virtual insofar as its 
present roots hauntologically foreshadow what is to come.
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In the era of techno-biopolitics, the recon-
fi guration of the “human” through the new 
technologies – genetic engineering, cloning, 
assisted reproductive procedures, prosthetic 
medicine etc. – allows, as Braidott i shows 
(2013, 64), for either a woeful or a euphoric 
abandonment of obsolete dichotomous para-
digms (bios/techne) and for a disengagement 
from what Elaine L. Graham calls the illusion 
of “ontological hygiene,” the sanitizing taxo-
nomical system of the humanist paradigm, 
intent on preserving the deceptively immutable 
boundaries between what is natural and what 
is artifi cial/artefactual or between the human 
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and the non-human (Graham, 33). Hovering between the technophiliac and the 
technophobic poles, the contemporary horizon brims with millenarian references to the 
perilous threats and rapturous promises that immersion in technoscience has in store.

The present paper is conceived as an incursion into the complex enmeshments 
coagulated by the prefi x “post” as an epitome of our current conditions, one of whose 
privileged fi gurations is taken to be the splicing between technics and an ever-present 
utopian impulse at work in the constitution of communal, discursive and (post-)
individual formations. The two poles of our discussion – what we call “biotech” and 
“cybertech” condensations – rest, on the one hand, on Arthur Kroker’s depiction of 
posthumanism as “the dominant technopoiesis – the new material, cultural, political 
and semiotic reality – of the technologically enabled twenty-fi rst century” (Kroker, 6), 
and, on the other hand, on Margaret Atwood’s coinage of the term “ustopia,” which 
combines “utopia” and “dystopia,” “the imagined perfect society and its opposite – 
because, in [her] view, each contains a latent version of the other” (2011, 66). Ustopia 
is a portmanteau term that commingles, in its dissolution of the generic boundaries 
between utopia and dystopia, the obverse and reverse sides the same coin (the 
malleable and endlessly redesignable architecture of utopian thought), projecting “dire 
cartographies” of conceptually antithetical – good and bad – spaces, which, if viewed 
slantwise, would anamorphically converge into ontological overlap (Atwood, 2011, 
66). Thus, in its concurrent celebration and lamentation of the emergent posthuman 
paradigm, ustopia – whether of the cybertech or the biotech variety – admixes the 
exalted cartography of a perfect, utopian space and the dismal mapping of a desolate, 
dystopian zone into a spliced, hybrid mindscape, which accommodates both the perils 
and the boons of technology, granting them augmented visibility. 

We intend to carry through our investigation via an analysis of a set of contemporary 
texts that we take as exemplary in this respect: Margaret Atwood’s “MaddAddam” 
series (2003-2013) and David Mitchell’s fi rst and latest novels, Ghostwritt en (1999) 
and The Bone Clocks (2014). Atwood’s trilogy of biotech ustopias condenses, indeed, 
the ambivalent blend of excitement and anxiety that utopia/dystopia elicits in 
contemporaneity, while Mitchell’s probing of the interdependencies of past, present and 
future “psycho-geographies” responds to the certainties of the same collective drive.

There is a growing theoretical consensus that utopia and dystopia cannot be cleanly 
dissociated as the exhilarating side and the dispiriting fl ipside of utopian thought, 
which transcends reality and challenges the existing order of things (Mannheim, 173). 
While theorists like Krishan Kumar see anti-utopia as the dark underside of utopia 
(Kumar, 99-100), others acknowledge the blurring of generic distinctions between 
them, as both represent facets of utopianism: “Dystopia […] is a utopia that has gone 
wrong, or a utopia that functions only for a particular segment of society” (Gordin, 
Tilley and Prakash, 1). If utopianism is to be defi ned in terms of its reality-transcending, 
transformative function – unlike reality-entrenching ideology (Ricoeur, 262) – then 
dissimilarities between utopia and dystopia may be detected: while (e)utopia projects 
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a perfect, albeit congealed blueprint of an ideal socius, dystopia extrapolates from 
and elaborates upon a perceived negative fragment of actuality, but opens up the 
possibility of transcending this envisaged reality and the outlining of yet another 
utopian future (Aldrige, ix). With ustopian literary explorations of the confl icting and 
exhilarating prospects of biotechnological immersion/emergence, what is becoming 
pressingly clear is that any utopia is predicated upon the counter-utopian premise of 
its actual implementation and that the fi nality of any dystopia is the generation of an 
alternative utopia that will supplant the preceding utopia(s) gone aslant. 

Biotech Splicing

According to the British cognitivist philosopher Andy Clark, the very use of the 
term “posthuman” – if not the debates around the concept – is somehow unwarranted, 
since, as he famously shows, we have always been cyborgs: technology and humans 
have evolved in inextricable relation since the very dawn of history. His theory of the 
“extended” human mind and body makes a compelling argument in favour of what 
he calls the “deep human-machine symbiosis” (Clark, 32). If there is a human nature, 
he claims, it consists precisely in its hospitality to the non-human: “What makes us 
distinctively human is our capacity to continually restructure and rebuild our own 
mental circuitry, courtesy of an empowering web of culture, education, technology, 
and artifacts” (Clark, 10). 

Advancing the notion of the natural-born cyborg, Clark thus points out the 
inherently posthuman nature of the human when he describes the chameleonic 
plasticity of the human brain, for thought and reason emerge from couplings – splices, 
we might say – between anatomy and technology within an ever “shifting matrix,” or 
between biological brains/bodies and nonbiological prostheses/instruments, each new 
such interface supplementing the cascading instantiations of the La Mett rian “man 
a machine” as an ever expandable and perpetually redesignable thinking system 
(Clark, 197). Far from being an oxymoronic syntagm, the “cyborg nature” of the human 
expresses, nonetheless, a paradoxical reversal of the meanings normally associated 
with a cybernetic organism. Thus, we are always-already technologised creatures not 
on account of a “heavy,” “opaque” armature of wires, gadgets or implants that assists 
us in physically colonising and affi  xing our solid presence in our natural environments, 
but thanks to the “light,” “transparent” imprint whereby technologies constantly 
mould our brains, fl uidising and enhancing our capacities and ceaselessly re-emplacing 
ourselves within constantly expandable “biotechnological webs” (Clark, 198). To 
return to our concerns, according to Clark, while fears of a potentially abhorrent 
posthuman future are not without substance, we need not succumb to predictions 
of a “technologically incubated mind-rot, leading to […] the ultimate rejection of the 
body” (Clark, 198). Instead, taking heed of our intrinsic propensity for appropriating, 
exploiting and integrating “nonbiological stuff  deep into our mental profi les” (Clark, 
198), acknowledging our inescapable condition, as it were, of “natural-born cyborgs,” 
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we need to proactively address the strategies of channelling the directions in which we 
should enable such profoundly transformative biotechnological alliances to gain shape. 

Such alliances or splices are also the subject of Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium, 
a book that is sited as a nodal assembly of reticulated connections which confi gure the 
cyber-universe of technoscience. Here Donna Haraway explores the chronotope of 
posthuman contemporaneity, defi ned via an imaginary reconfi guration of space into 
what she calls the New World Order, Inc., and of time, limned as the end of the Second 
Christian Millennium: technoscience, according to Haraway, signals a “mutation in 
historical narrative” whereby the disjunctive logic operating for millennia in Western 
structures of thought is now exceeded by conjunctive operations that unite (splice), 
rather than divide, science&technology, nature&society, natural&artefactual, along 
highly porous and revisable lines (Haraway,1997, 3-4). Figures inhabiting the “mutated 
time-space regime” of technobiopower, OncoMouseTM and other turn-of-the-millennium 
cyborgs are becoming the effi  gial bodies of technoscientifi c humanism, compacting 
tropes of “condensation, fusion and implosion” into syntagmatic alliances (Haraway, 
1997, 12). 

Haraway detects in the so-called disaster-and-redemption narratives (Haraway, 
1997, 44) a recrudescence of Christian millenarian thought, the Human Genome Project, 
for instance, serving as a “fi gure in the salvation drama that promises the fulfi lment 
and restoration of human nature,” for the genes whose entire chromosomal sequences 
have been mapped “are a bit like the Eucharist of biotechnology,” encapsulating the 
promise of disease eradication and life extension, much like the sacrament off ering 
deliverance within the Christian frame of thought (Haraway, 1997, 42). Acknowledging 
the fact that the (transhumanist) discourse of technoscience is replete with millenarian 
– dys- and e-utopian – references to beginnings and ends, to the suff ering caused by 
biological constraints and the transcendence of corporeal limitations, Haraway casts the 
OncoMouseTM as a cyborgian fi guration of Christic passion, the non-anthropomorphic 
zoe, as Braidott i (2013, 66) would say, deployed for the redemption of mankind within 
the laboratories of the secularised technoscientifi c world (Haraway, 1997, 22). Like 
Bruno Latour, who locates the roots of our hybrid systems of thought in an amodern 
or nonmodern hinterland (Latour, 13), Haraway deems that in the New World Order 
Inc., the chimeras entwining biology and technology or humans and nonhumans 
gestate in the generative matrix of technoscience; unlike Latour’s anthropology of 
science, however, which detects continuity between the pre-modern and the post-/
anti-modern disregard for the illusory nature-culture dualism, Haraway sees the age 
of technoscience as a discontinuous mutation in history, as the “historical hyperspace” 
that collapses all distinctions between humans as the subjects and nature as the object 
of knowledge, profoundly refashioning our identity, beyond divisional hierarchies, as 
nodal entities in a web of other nodal entities (Haraway, 43).

Conceived as parallel fi ctions within a narrative continuum that explores the 
pre- and post-diluvian dimensions of a biotech catastrophe, Margaret Atwood’s 
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“MaddAddam” triptych – comprising Oryx and Crake (2003), The Year of the Flood (2009) 
and MaddAddam (2013) – contributes, alongside other biotech ustopias, like Never Let 
Me Go (2005) by Kazuo Ishiguro or The Stone Gods (2007) by Jeanett e Winterson, to 
critiquing the potential of biotechnology to alter, to the point of unrecognizability, 
the identity of the world we currently inhabit. The MaddAddam project gains shape 
through cascading accounts of various stages in the transhumanization process, 
exploring, at the same time, the sites of cultural intersections between a rehumanized 
humanity (the community of Adams and Eves who heroically att empt to atone for 
their lapsarian fall) and a humanised posthumanity (the Crakers who ontogenetically 
reiterate the philogenetic process of becoming-human by appropriating the cultural 
technology of writing and narrating themselves into existence). 

Margaret Atwood has approached the generic taxonomy into which her ustopian 
texts fall on several occasions. For instance, Oryx and Crake, the fi rst item in her triad 
of biotech narratives is regarded as “speculative fi ction” (Atwood, 2005, 285), which 
begins by limning a daunting what if scenario and proceeds to navigate the disquieting 
course of this evental hypothesis: apocalypse now (Atwood, 2005, 285-286). With 
reference to The Year of the Flood, Atwood has cautiously corralled her utopological 
foray into “a future rather than the future because the future is an unknown: from the 
moment now, an infi nite number of roads lead away to ‘the future,’ each heading in a 
diff erent direction,” much like the category of slipstream fi ction (a crossbreed between 
fantasy, SF and mainstream fi ction), proposed by Bruce Sterling (Atwood, 2011, 5, 7). 
Atwood deliberately writes amidst a global confl ation of genre and species boundaries, 
which she appropriately describes, using the jargon of “biotextual” generativity, as 
“literary gene-swapping and inter-genre visiting”; moreover, such formal hybridity 
accommodates an exploration of “the nature and limits of what it means to be human in 
very explicit ways, by pushing the human envelope as far as it will go in the direction 
of the not-quite-human” (Atwood, 2011, 7, 62).

In the “MaddAddam” trilogy, the impact of the technoscientifi c maelstrom on the 
possibility of redefi ning the human and, in particular, the specious instantiation of 
the “transhuman” condition fosters an inherently dilemmatic perspective on whether 
the future should revolve around the maintenance of species integrity (the molar 
entity of “being human”) or around connectivities with non-human others, who 
form the constitutive outside of humanity as we know it (the molecular process of 
“becoming cyborg”). Thus, the quasi-human Crakers simultaneously deconstruct and 
reconstruct the signifi cance of the human in the aftermath of the biotechnoscientifi c 
paradigm, which has befuddled the chain of creation, pitt ing bestialised humans (e.g. 
the Painballers) against rational, humanised beasts (e.g. the congregation of pigoons) 
and menacing to turn the virtual game of Extinctathon into actual extermination for 
mankind. Absorption in a simulated dimension of existence presents the danger of 
completely amalgamating the virtual and the real, dragging humans towards what 
N. Katherine Hayles calls a “parataxic mode of being” (Hayles, 1990, 412) or what 
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Lyotard describes as the inhuman, the process of concurrent dehumanisation under 
the sway of science and technology and the negentropic survival of the human by 
immersion in other forms of instantiation than sheer corporeality (Lyotard, 1-23). 
In Oryx and Crake, the transfer into actuality of the aforementioned Extinctathon 
simulacrum allows corporatist genographers and biotechnicians to virally suppress 
almost entire humanity, replacing it with a new race of humanoids, the Crakers, 
polyandric herbivores whose eyes irradiate streaks of greenish luminescence. The latt er 
are artifi cially engendered in the laboratory of the homonymous patronymic creator, 
Crake, a post-Frankensteinian overreacher, working on Paradice Project to fulfi l his 
biotech utopia of perfecting the human species.

In The Year of the Flood, the viral pandemic unleashed by the hyper-eroticising 
BlyssPluss pill is explained in terms of a second, quasi-Biblical Flood, a dry, waterless 
deluge, this time, which tends to exclusively suppress the human population of a world 
that is already teeming with teratical, excessively hybridised creatures, amalgamated 
into a veritable Boschian bestiary. Next to the luminescent green rabbits, there 
appear, fi rst in the CorpSeCorps geneticists’ laboratories, and then in uncontrollable 
proliferation, new mixed species of plants (“chickenpeas,” “beananas,” or “polyberries”) 
and polymorphic animals, such as “rakunks” – hybrids between raccoons and skunks, 
“liobams” – lions confl ated with lambs, “pigoons” – pigs with human brain implants 
and enormously augmented bodies to incorporate infi nitely replicable organs destined 
to be transplanted thereafter into humans), sheep with multi-coloured human hair 
called “Mo’hairs” or kudzu caterpillars with anthropomorphised fi gures etc. While 
relishing the infi nite combinatorial possibilities that splicing forges, Atwood’s ustopias 
interrogate the limits of the new teratogeny, which threatens to dismantle the purported 
unassailable sanctity of species, genus and regnum boundaries, raising the question 
whether humans could also be spliced with other bioforms.

“We too are transgenic,” as Eduardo Kac, the bioartist who has actually created the 
fl uorescent GFP Bunny (featured in Atwood’s trilogy) or the plantimal Edunia, says, 
and “before deciding that all transgenics are ‘monstrous,’ humans must look inside 
and come to terms with their own ‘monstrosity,’ that is with their own transgenic 
condition” (2005, 292). This is also the implicit conclusion of the speculative projection 
that Atwood casts in the direction of the future, or rather, of our posthuman present. 
The viral imprint on the human DNA, our cohabitation with microorganisms that 
colonise us in more or less provisional manner, the transfer of human stem cells in the 
bodies of other species and the potential multiplication of body organs to infi nity, the 
ingestion and consumption of other organisms, genetically modifi ed or not, which 
may go so far as cannibalisation (in the infamous SecretBurgers), the shift towards 
the adoption of animal behaviours and morphologies as survival strategies in a land 
subjected to increasing desolation and depletion (see the furzoot, the avian costume 
whereby Toby escapes from dreary existence into anonymity, or the reptilian scales 
worn like a protective screen/shield by the siren-like dancers of the Scales and Tails 
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club), the new technologies that are accessible to all (implants, prostheses, cryogeny, 
rejuvenation) confi rm the idea that transgenic pollution, border transgression, 
denaturalisation or hybridisation are becoming tropes of human enhancement. 

The emergence of the beautiful and almost ethereal Crakers alleviates the grim 
consequences of the RejoovenEsense project and the implosion of the transhumanist 
desideratum of perfecting the human species is counterpoised with fl ickering snippets 
of hope about the ultimate survival of mankind, albeit in adulterated, concurrently 
primitivized/technologized form. In Atwood’s “disaster-and-redemption” narratives 
of the 2000s, to invoke Haraway’s eschatological understanding of the biotech 
chronotope once again, given the possibility of a new, more-than-human species 
materialising in the geneticists’ laboratories, what risked becoming the unfuture of 
a transhumanist utopia (Rahv, 743-749) gives way, indeed, to a posthuman future, in 
which the very nature of the human has been irreversibly modifi ed but has fortunately 
(and fortuitously) endured self-incurred catastrophe. Crake’s Paradice Project 
envisions a regenesis of humanity (Church and Regis, 8) via synthetic biology and 
genomic engineering, out of a conviction that technologically-driven breakthroughs 
may thoroughly transform human nature, jumpstarting a new evolutionary plateau: 
the posthuman. As the progenitor of a new species of hominids, Crake straddles the 
distinction proposed by Fredric Jameson between a utopian planner and a utopian 
interpreter. On the one hand, by conceiving a utopian program of global magnitude 
for the reinstantiation of mankind not in enhanced, but in regenerated form, Crake 
att empts a transubstantiation of reality into a “closure” or “enclave utopia,” since what 
he fashions is a totality of bett ered humans, who are impervious to impotence of body 
(disease, geriatric decay) and mind (the innocence of the noble savage reloaded), and 
the entire plot of the trilogy then engages in a negotiation of the boundaries between 
the utopian and the nonutopian realms; on the other hand, Crake also concentrates 
the widely dispersed utopian impulses of a humanity debilitated in its very quest 
for physical and psychical enhancement, off ering a quick fi x for, in Jameson’s own 
rendition of the morganatic quality of such desires, “all kinds of unsuspected wish 
fulfi lments and utopian gratifi cations; indeed, […] the most extravagant longings for 
immortality and for the transfi guration of the body” (Jameson, 26).

Thus, while Crake is indeed what Andy Clark calls a “human-technology symbiont” 
(3), in his transparent use of biogenerative technologies, the Crakers are also the 
“natural-born cyborgs” of our title, not so much in terms of their actual conception/
delivery, which bears the stamp of ARTs (artifi cial reproductive technologies), rather 
than the (birth)mark of sexual procreation, as through the malleable plasticity of their 
brains, which cast reticulated networks of self-refl exivity within “the surrounding 
web of symbols, culture, and technology” (Clark, 197-198). By listening to Snowman’s 
and Toby’s narratives of cosmo(re)genesis, by learning to translate them into writing 
and, ultimately, by weaving their own identitarian stories (Atwood, 2013, 385-387), 
they recapitulate, at an accelerated pace, eons in the cyborgian evolution of humanity 
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itself. They are like Frankenstein’s genre humain resurrected from its own ashes, Lee 
M. Silver’s designer babies, the Transhumanist Movement’s Humanity+, or Juan 
Enriquez’s homo evolutis. Boasting exquisite physiques, invulnerability to disease, and a 
peculiar strand of immortality (Atwood, 2003, 303), the Crakers are literally the fulfi lled 
ustopia of today’s transhumanist ideal, whose basic teleology envisages the obsolescent 
humans mutating into a posthuman über-species after passing through the liminal 
stage of the transhuman, in which the “drift” across fi nite cognitive and corporeal 
limits will still be visible in the hybrid concorporation of enhanced human and 
nonhuman traits, as evidenced, say, by bioengineered chimeras or by heteromorphic 
cyborgs (Pepperell, 178-188; Mehlman 38-46). Born in post-history, under the aegis 
of unnatural selection and non-random mutation, the Crakers transcend biological 
limitations, such as ageing, debilitating disease, infertility, and are enmeshed in what 
Braidott i calls “multiple ecologies of belonging” (2013, 193), for their DNA has been 
spliced with that of various other bioforms to include genes that make for an insect-
repellant, UV-protected skin, for the ability to digest vastly available grass and their 
own refuse, for purring like felines and healing themselves and for accelerated growth, 
which eliminates infant vulnerability. In Haraway’s terms, the Crakers encapsulate 
the relinquishment of the fallacy or “fantasy of human exceptionalism” and their role 
is to raise awareness, among the MaddAddamites, that humanity is chronotopically 
positioned within a “web of interspecies dependencies” (Haraway, 2008, 11). In 
their eventual couplings with the surviving humans and in naturally giving birth to 
posthumans of dual – human and transhuman – ancestry, the Crakers indeed appear 
as transversal entities, “fully immersed in and immanent to a network of non-human 
(animal, vegetable, viral) relations,” as “zoe-centred embodied subject[s], shot through 
with relational linkages of the contaminating/viral kind which inter-connect [them] 
to a variety of others, starting from the environmental or eco-others and include the 
technological apparatus” (Braidott i, 193). Ultimately, the ark in which humanity can 
escape the Waterless Flood (the plague that threatens to dissolve the body politic at 
large) is its own “selfi sh gene” (Dawkins, 1989), not in sterile encapsulation within 
outmoded anthropomorphic paradigms, but in spliced alliances with the genomes of 
other Harawayan “critt ers,” steering their navigational paths beyond the fl otsam of 
dystopian catastrophe, into an ecologically articulated post-anthropocene “paradice.”

Cybertech Drifting 

N. Katherine Hayles’s goal in investigating the history of the posthuman subject 
is to propose a version of identity that would simultaneously take advantage of the 
organic complexity of the body and the bodily extensions brought about by digital 
technology. It would be a version of us acceptant, or even celebratory, of both our 
embedment in cosmic history, and the biological limitations this supposes. Such a 
view is at odds with “the liberal humanist subject,” founded on Descartes’s dismissal 
of the body from the equation of identity, and reinforced by defi nitions such as C.B. 
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Macpherson’s notion of “possessive individualism” (Hayles, 1999, 3). Hayles shows 
how Macpherson’s defi nition of the individual as owner of oneself and independent 
from others sets the basis for capitalist market relations in a freedom and transcendence 
of the individual from material relations that comes to be seen as an illusion during the 
twentieth century; however, the ideology of the liberal humanist subject (freedom, self-
suffi  ciency, self-ownership, uniqueness etc.) is undercut by the informational view fi rst 
affi  rmed by cybernetics and then taken over by most disciplines: distributed cognition, 
for example, replaces individual knowledge, and assumptions like self-suffi  ciency are 
harder to support in a digital universe. The danger summoned by these paradigms lies 
in forgett ing the elementary given that all meaning – including the meaning of what it 
is to be human – is dependent on the material substratum that is part of its production; 
therefore, Hayles challenges the takes on the posthuman that ignore the lesson of 
Descartes’s critics and chooses to “[privilege] informational patt ern over material 
instantiation, so that embodiment in a biological substrate is seen as an accident of 
history rather than an inevitability of life” (Hayles, 1999, 1).

In My Mother Was a Computer, Hayles makes a crucial contribution to both the 
debate on posthumanism and the att empt to diagnose current cultural and social 
formations by exploring the “regime of computation” shown to increasingly govern 
our representational arsenal and imagined embedments within the world. Poised 
between its construal as a metaphor for the emergence of complexity in the universe 
and that of it actually generating this complexity, the regime of computation reinstalls 
simplicity at the origins of all things by postulating a minimalist set of elements and 
logical combinatory rules thought to underlie the multiplicity of every system on 
micro- or macroscopic levels:

The computational regime continues in the tradition of Turing’s work by considering 
computation to be a process that starts with a parsimonious set of elements and 
a relatively small set of logical operations. Instantiated into some kind of platform, 
these components can be structured so as to build up increasing levels of complexity, 
eventually arriving at complexity so deep, multilayered, and extensive as to simulate 
the most complex phenomena on earth, from turbulent fl ow and multiagent social 
systems to reasoning processes one might legitimately call thinking. (Hayles, 2005, 18)

Rooted in physicist’s Stephen Wolfram work on cellular automata and biophysicist 
Harold Morowitz’s investigation of emergence, the regime of computation produces an 
image of the universe as “software running on the ‘universal computer’ we call reality” 
(Hayles, 2005, 27). Consequently, it works by effectively, though stealthily, erasing 
the ontological boundaries between the virtual and the real, since the multileveled 
complexity of the systems it simulates cannot be predicted or anticipated in advance, 
but has to be “run” in order to be brought into effect. The regime of computation strikes 
a familiar chord within contemporary sensibilities (which it interpellates concomitantly 
as effect and cause) insofar as it needs, as Hayles remarks, “no foundations for truth 
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[…] other than the minimalist ontological assumptions necessary to set the system 
running” (Hayles, 2005, 23). It is difficult to underestimate either the inconsistencies 
such a position is fraught with, or its potential to shape action in the lifeworld, 
especially after considering Hayles’s comments on the recursive entanglements that 
graft the regime of computation onto figurations of the past, present and future, thus 
creating the framework for its “actualisation,” for all intents and purposes, in social 
and historical developments. 

The investment of code with inaugural powers is also the focus of Arthur Kroker’s 
recent investigation into the nature of our “posthuman future” (Kroker, 2014). In this 
future that has already arrived, experience becomes “a subjectless universe of data 
points” as the “remote consciousness,” mediated by drones and capable of entering 
virtual anti-geographies, becomes incapable of projecting any coherence, or any sense 
of time within its chaos:

Whether expressed as a term of genetics (code drift), cosmology (history drift), 
distributive consciousness (archive drift), or remix media (video drift), drift culture 
is the ontological foundation of the posthuman axiomatic, that process whereby 
the purely conceptual regime of the fragmentary, the diff use the fractured and the 
incommensurable abandon their signifying positions in the fi eld of epistemology, 
abruptly becoming turn that which torques everything in its pathway – codes, history, 
archives, and video – into driftworks in the posthuman axiomatic (Kroker, 16).

For Kroker, posthumanism’s nature resides in the gap: it emerges from the multiple 
contradictions and irresolvable paradoxes of what could be called the “realisation 
of virtuality.” The technological drive, complete with utopian desire and dystopian 
foreshadowing (both simultaneously virtual and partially materialised), comes back 
with a vengeance to reconstruct the life-world that had created it in the first place. 
Interestingly in the context of our present concerns, Kroker points out how the ongoing 
instalment of the “digitisation” of life in all domains is paralleled in popular culture 
by “a counterbalancing fascination with images of the abject, the uncanny” and “an 
increasing focus in mass media, with the spectral world of zombies, clones, avatars and 
aliens” (Kroker, 2). The popularity of the monstrous imaginary may be itself be taken, 
according to Kroker, as a symptom of the putative crisis of legitimation projected upon 
technology itself, if technology, a product of immense concentrations of economic and 
symbolic power, is subjected today to a critique from the margin it has been created 
to disempower. “Technological posthumanism” is defined as “that site where the 
algorithms of virtual power and the liquid flows of the undecidable, the liminal, the 
remainder, and prohibited combine in an increasingly complex world-picture” (Kroker, 
2). The previous markers of the human (“unitary species-logic, private subjectivity 
hierarchical knowledge” and the myth of human supremacy) are subverted by the 
advent of an alliance between the sciences of information and genetics. 
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One of the main interests of Kroker’s exploration for our purposes resides in his 
combinatory move when, via the concept of “code drift,” he joins the regime of the 
code with the discourse of the body: “Code drift is an att empt to draw together the 
great discourses of biology and digitality, essentially to consider the implications of 
mapping the language of genomics onto software codes” (Kroker, 47). Defi ned as 
random fl uctuation of biological characteristics due to genetic sampling errors, drift 
seems to best represent the condition of posthumanity today: digital and organic data 
in tandem enter an uneasy understanding whose poles are rearranging, in retrospect, 
an entire cultural history – as with the “digital heart” described by Kroker: the coupling 
of an I-phone application to the rhythms of the owner’s heart, in order to “regularise” 
them. The unsett ling implication, however, goes beyond the invasion by technology 
of this most intimate of somatic rhythms, and into the possibility to use the heartbeat, 
which is as unique to every individual as fi ngerprints, as a sort of digital signature, in 
constant connection, which would facilitate instant identifi cation. For it is now possible 
to envisage the evolution of not only life, or not only the planet, but the whole universe, 
as constantly emerging and ever more complex reconfi gurations of data (at times, in 
exclusively digital forms): “digital cosmology,” born out of the grafting of the language 
of genomics on that of information, condemned to mobility and producing “digital 
trauma” (Kroker, 49) is founded on code drift – unpredictable variations, creative 
disturbances, contingent fl uctuations in the previous unstable order. 

Kroker locates “the essence of the posthuman axiomatic in the fact that technology 
now eagerly seeks out that which was previously marginalised as simultaneously 
ways of mobilising itself as it eff ectively recodes every aspect of the social and non-
social existence and ways of drawing att ention to technological seduction” (Kroker, 
6). We are thus returned back to our original premise with regard to “ustopian 
technopoiesis”: technology’s undecidability constitutes the very force of its seduction 
by putt ing together danger and salvation. This provides a version of identity where the 
boundaries of the body break up not merely as a result of digitally extending the senses, 
but by the transformation of matt er into “nodes” within the ever-expanding networks 
supporting the fl ow of the “parasocial” that has replaced conventional relations. This 
new (post)human being, emerging from the dovetailing of data onto the organic, is 
(dis)located within the liminal space of fracture and directed by the regime of code, 
where knowledge is replaced by the limitless extension of the archive into the “regime 
of computation,” where information is infi nitely retrievable and multipliable, and the 
excess of mediatic (re)production brings forth a “surplus of volatilised subjectivity” 
(21) distributed randomly between what used to be the public and the private.

Both formally and thematically, David Mitchell’s novels illustrate what Hayles 
described as the “regime of computation,” dominated by the conventions of digital 
code and pervaded by a logic of abundance that works primarily through replicating 
operations discernible on several levels. According to Hayles, “digitization leaves 
its mark even on print texts that remain entirely conventional in appearance and 
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functionality” (Hayles, 2005, 31). Although still enmeshed within typographical forms 
of production, Mitchell’s texts are anything but conventional: on the contrary, by 
shatt ering received conventions of narrativity and knowledge alike, they encapsulate the 
confl icting energies of what Hayles calls “the worldviews of speech, writing and code” 
and therefore materialise their complex interactions. Hayles terms these interactions 
“intermediation” (Hayles, 2005, 31), which she investigates as a privileged node of access 
into the generation of identities, the constitution of communities and “accommodating” 
change as the focal point in the radiation of past, present and future modes of cognition.

One way into the investigation of the frame of mind underlying such textual 
regimes is provided by a detour into the following diagnosis by Brian Rotman of 
today’s subject positions:

Multiple networks of person-to-person connectivity, forms of disseminated and 
dispersed intelligence, many-levelled mediation – enmeshed in a proliferation of virtual 
modes of agency and deferred presence – are installing a new psyche at the cultural 
intersection of these techno-eff ects and our ancient en-brained bodies. (Rotman, 81)

Mitchell’s novels all share an interest on how, to use Rotman’s formulation, current 
forms of “technological ecologies” regulate (post)human figurations of identity, but 
their intricate crisscrossing of references, narrative structure, events and data, they 
also put forth what could be termed, in an extension of Rotman’s phrase, “ecologies 
of subjectivities.” As Rotman points out, the effects of machinic interfaces on these 
figurations are twofold: not only do they create “signifying and discursive” practices 
which unconsciously and consciously shape the linguistic regimes operating in the 
production of our world image, but, even more importantly, they work on and through 
the corporeality of the user on proprioceptive, gestural, kinetic, haptic levels “which 
are either mobilized as part of mediation or are part of the background conditions for 
the possibility of the medium – activity in the body of the user as a result of changes 
brought about in order for mediation to take place” (Rotman, 82).

The six individual novels Mitchell has published so far, even the more conventional-
looking Black Swan Green or The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet, all seem to be 
made up of strings of ostensibly disconnected micro-stories communicating in hyper-
link fashion through hidden channels functioning simultaneously as limitations 
and passageways. The episodes have been described as interconnected “novellas” 
mirroring the contemporary world’s fast-shifting fragmentary condition through the 
“crisscrossing” of innumerable paths for movement” intended to break the illusion 
of homogeneity with a re-instalment of diff erence at the heart of narrative continuity 
(Childs and Green, 27). Mitchell’s widely acclaimed debut novel, Ghostwritt en, contains 
ten vaguely related episodes whose organisation as a function of perpetually moving 
locations spans the globe, forming an itinerary about which the author has said it 
was “planned to propel the reader as fast as I could without giving him or her jetlag” 
(McWeeney, 1999). His second novel, number9dream, the story of Eiji, a Japanese 
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teenager in search for his father, rewrites the conventions the Bildungsroman by 
blurring the limits between fact and the protagonist’s fantasies, ironically doubling 
the sentimentalism of a coming of age story with videogames, journals, a recycling 
of Hollywoodian clichés on Yakuza, the Japanese mafi a, and – in some of the most 
interesting parts of the novel – including a series of narratives authored by an absent 
character about a group of anthropomorphised animals (or animalic humans): 
Goatwriter, whose name needs no additional explanation, his avian companion 
and keeper (Mrs Comb, a hen-like creature who lays eggs and then sells them in the 
marketplace to provide fi nancial and emotional comfort to her employer), and their 
guard, the hominid Pithecanthropus. Cloud Atlas, to date Mitchell’s best received 
work, is conceived as a “concentric” set of stories covering the period between the 19th 
century and a dystopian future, each temporarily interrupted by the next one, except 
for the central, “nested” narrative. Black Swan Green is another episodically organised 
Bildungsroman which relates thirteen months in the life of its teenage hero, Jason 
Taylor, with each successive chapter focusing on one month. The Thousand Autumns of 
Jacob de Zoet, though presented as a historical novel, distorts historical continuity both 
by “sequencing” narrative perspectives which it juxtaposes without directly relating 
them, and by introducing a sensationalist streak, complete with cannibalistic rituals, 
baby-snatchers and romantic entanglements. Finally, the recently published The 
Bone Clocks consists of six parts concentrated during a few days of one year between 
1984 and 2043, in chronological succession of events, but still foregrounding formal 
discontinuity by fi ltering these events through disparate perspectives which prevent 
the emergence of a wholistic understanding of events.

While inside the texts the readers are provided with subtle clues and internal cross-
references that may allow them to reconstitute the connections, the novels also develop 
external contacts, due to recurring characters, situations or phrases (“the atlas of 
clouds” providing only the most obvious example), or to events that come to complete 
or throw a diff erent light on situations already encountered. The novels thus seem 
to embed themselves in an overarching “metanarrative,” formed by the continuous 
accretion of additional layers of stories and meanings which are never to be complete 
or stabilised. Upon the publication of The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet, Mitchell 
confessed to an interviewer:

I’ve come to realize,” […] “that I’m bringing into being a fi ctional universe with its 
own cast, and that each of my books is one chapter in a sort of sprawling macronovel. 
That’s my life’s work, for however long my life lasts. Of course, it’s important that each 
of the books works as a stand-alone, so that readers don’t have to read everything else 
I’ve writt en to make sense of the novel in their hands. But I write each novel with an eye 
on the bigger picture, and how the parts fi t into the whole. (Mason, 2010).

Ghostwritten is the first of Mitchell’s novels that tests the limits of both generic 
conventions and the inscription of the human as either the origin or the agent in the 
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text. The title already hosts an interesting ambiguity: should we assume it alludes to 
the practice of “ghost writing,” or should we take it more literally, given that one of 
the chapters is actually written from the perspective of a ghostly immaterial entity 
referred to as a “noncorpum” capable of inhabiting any body it chooses to take over 
(and thus possibly having resided “in” all the protagonists of the events? This tension 
is bound to remain unresolved all through a novel whose opening line is “Who was 
blowing on the nape of my neck?,” duplicated in the present tense by the very last 
line: “Who is blowing on the nape of my neck?.” The questions are asked by Quasar, a 
Japanese terrorist on the run, who, instigated by the founder of a secret millenarianist 
cult preaching the erasure of life as we know it after a comet hits Earth, places a bomb 
in the Tokyo underground. The bomb narrative frames the intervening stories, only to 
self-explode in the final “episode” (the use of the inverted commas will be explained 
shortly), when Quasar’s very existence, not to mention the veracity of the story he had 
just recounted, are destabilised by the hint that he might not have escaped unharmed 
from the attack he claims he has perpetrated: 

I haul myself to my feet, spent and quivering. What is real and what is not?

Who is blowing on the nape of my neck?

I swing around – nothing but the back of the train, accelerating into the darkness. 
(Mitchell, 2001, 426)

Quasar’s mind during the bomb explosion also contains fragments of information 
from the novel’s middle sections, thus manoeuvring itself in the position of a possible 
origin to the rest of the text – a sort of Derridean “supplemental” origin, however, 
that comes about, paradoxically, only tentatively and at the end. The final pages, 
comprising the return to Quasar’s mind, foist themselves as an independent part of 
the text, only to have such an imposition subverted by both their integration into a 
storyline whose continuation (if not exactly closure) we are already familiar with, 
and the text’s self-construal, via the subtitle, as a “novel in nine parts.” This does not 
merely serve to bring the novel to full circle and undermine the linearity of narrative 
conventions (as reviewers and interpreters have repeatedly pointed out), but also a 
radical destabilisation of ontological foundations (“What is real and what is not?”) and 
radiating inaugural forces suggested by the character’s name, Quasar, in astronomy, a 
“quasi-stellar radio sources.” 

The novel’s other chapters focus, in turns, on a romance that turns its teenage 
protagonists into nomadic, travelling fi gures, on the last days in the life of Neal Brose 
(a character whose childhood is hinted at in Black Swan Green), and the story of a 
Chinese woman caught in the historical transition of her country from feudalism to 
the Maoist Cultural Revolution. Geographically speaking, the novel moves continually 
westward, with the next section, “Mongolia,” narrated by the “noncorpum” (which 
will resurge again the Mitchell’s latest production) in search of its parentage or 
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origins that maps an itinerary through vast Asian landscapes. We are then treated to 
a gangster story set in St. Petersburg about the att empts by a former English spy, a 
member of the Russian mafi a and his narrator girlfriend to steal valuable paintings 
from what appears to be the State Hermitage Museum. The narrator of the following 
section, which takes place in London, is Marco, a rather profl igate ghost writer and 
musician, whose existence serves to cast further doubts on the possibility to locate the 
sources of textual authorship. Tim Cavendish, Marco’s editor and a future protagonist 
in Cloud Atlas, makes an appearance. We then move on to the consciousness (and 
remorse-riddled conscience) of Mo, a physicist who att empts to give up her work on 
artifi cial intelligence when she realises the potential for destruction brought about 
by governmental and corporate uses of her creations. Mo, who will return in the last 
section of The Bone Clocks, is probably the creator of the Zookeeper, a disembodied 
artifi cial consciousness which she has programmed to both watch over human aff airs 
and allow itself to be “accountable” for its actions and which therefore is baffl  ed by 
the complexity of making moral decisions.

Both the Zookeeper and the “noncorpi” of Ghostwritt en and The Bone Clocks 
nod ironically at visions of immortality that haunt the technological imaginary 
of the posthuman. Unlike the transcendental digital consciousnesses dreamt up in 
computerised fantasies, however, the “Atemporals” constituting the secret society of 
the Horology (as the noncorpi are called in The Bone Clocks) are inextricably enmeshed in 
corporeal and cultural networks of materialities and discourses which they temporarily 
inhabit to the extent to which they also open themselves to being inhabited by others in 
return. Spanning globalised microversions of history and geography, the Atemporals 
are nomadic hybrids endlessly reincarnated in constantly shifting bodies and through 
various times and spaces. On a micro-scale, the novel’s structure functions, to use 
one Katherine Hayles’s favourite terms, “skeuomorphically” – where a skeuomorph 
represents an object whose features mimic original structural characteristics (for 
example, plastic imitating wood for ornamental purposes): the seriated narratives of 
Holly Sikes, Ed Brubeck and Crispin Hernshey – and, formally speaking, even that of 
Irish Fernby, one of the immortals “with terms and conditions” – do not radically depart 
from the conventions of either realist, or modernist explorations of the mind. However, 
as Berthold Schoene has noted, the dissipated, apparently unstructured composition of 
such texts – whether we regard them as an uneasy, permanently open and emergent 
systems, or on the level of individual novels – forces readers to accommodate new 
cognitive patt erns of narratives “caught in an ongoing process of self-constitution 
– of coming together […] designed to preserve the singularity of each segment as 
an integral building block” (Schoene 98). Situated within the borderless territory of 
a new “literary cosmopolitanism,” both Ghostwritt en and The Bone Clocks project a 
“ustopian” space-time that questions territoriality of the collective by precipitating 
complex discursive and corporeal ecologies stating the “intermediation” (Hayles 2005, 
33) of systems and modes of representation, as well as technological interfaces (as 
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in the scene in the “Horologist’s Labyrinth” section of The Bone Clocks, set in 2025, 
where a voice recorded on the obsolete technology of the Sony Walkman summons 
into an American present the materiality of the past located in Northern Europe while 
simultaneously anticipating a drifting future of peregrinations from body to body and 
from place to place; or as in the post-apocalyptic, post-technological future of the last 
section, where the nostalgia for technology seems to be the dominant mode of aff ect) – 
as well as between empowered and disempowered forms of embodiment constructed 
as “ghostly” eff ects of technological drift. 

Conclusions

While Atwood acknowledges the mercurial relationship between utopia and 
dystopia but adopts a posthumanist stance of faith in the possibility of overcoming 
anthropocentrism and developing a strand of humanity that is ecologically-minded 
and incorporative of biotechnological diff erence, Mitchell’s particular brand of 
assemblage of utopian hope and dystopian warning seems to fi nd a way out in 
the creation of open-ended, constantly shifting “communities of diff erence” and 
embedments within history. In any case, both Atwood’s celebratory projection of a 
posthuman stage in history reloaded, and Mitchell’s less optimistic fi guration of post-
catastrophic times are a far cry from humanist commitments: the appalling glimpse 
of the “unfuture” evoked in their narratives of the totalitarian perils associated with 
the biotechnological imagination is pressing so close upon the present, nay, it is so 
entrenched in the present, that they impinge upon our sense of reality.
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